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THE 3 R’S OF NARRATIVE NON-FICTION 

By Lee Gutkind December 17, 2012,  From The New York Times                                                  

 

Late on a Friday in Montreal, 1974, Art Williams, a National League 

umpire, is pacing the floor of his hotel room, sleepless and worried. 

During a game that evening, a player had pushed him, and Mr.         

Williams had pushed back — inappropriate behavior for those charged 

with enforcing the rules. It was personally troublesome for Mr.                 

Williams, who, as the first black umpire in the National League, felt 

extra pressure to perform. Mr. Williams worries through the night,  

repeatedly trying to compose the right words to explain the incident to 

the National League president, Chub Feeney, to whom he is obliged to 

report.  

 

After an early breakfast, Mr. Williams dials Mr. Feeney’s number. 

When the umpire identifies himself, the president does not sound                   

happy. 

 

“Well, what do you want?” 

 

“I wanted to explain to you, I mean, I wanted to tell you about what 

happened in last night’s game.”  

 

“Do you know what time it is?” Feeney demanded. 

Williams glanced at his watch and, at the same time, felt a sinking, 

queasy, bottomless feeling in his stomach. “Why, it is nine o’clock, 

Chub.”                                                                               Continued on Page 3 
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WHAT IS CREATIVE NON-FICTION?  

Creative non-fiction (also known 

as literary non-fiction or narra-

tive non-fiction) is a genre of 

writing that uses literary styles 

and techniques to create factually 

accurate narratives. Scenes and 

stories are the building blocks of 

creative non-fiction, the founda-

tion and anchoring elements of 

what we do. In some ways, crea-

tive nonfiction is like jazz—it’s a 

rich mix of flavors, ideas, and 

techniques, some of which are 

newly invented and others as old 

as writing itself. Creative non-

fiction can be an essay, a journal 

article, a research paper, or a 

memoir; it can be personal or not, 

or it can be all of these. 

The words “creative” and “non-

fiction” describe the form. The 

word “creative” refers to the use 

of literary craft, the techniques 

fiction writers, playwrights, and 

poets employ to present non-

fiction—factually accurate prose 

about real people and events—in 

a compelling, vivid, dramatic 

manner. The goal is to make non-

fiction stories read like fiction so 

that your readers are as en-

thralled by fact as they are by 

fantasy.The word “creative” has 

been criticized in this context be-

cause some people have main-

tained that being creative means 

that you pretend or exaggerate or 

make up facts and embellish de-

tails. This is completely incorrect. 

It is possible to be honest and 

straightforward and brilliant and 

creative at the same 

time.”Creative” doesn’t mean 

inventing what didn’t happen, 

reporting and describing what 

wasn’t there. It doesn’t mean that 

the writer has a license to lie. The 

cardinal rule is clear—and cannot 

be violated. This is the pledge the 

writer makes to the reader—the 

maxim we live by, the anchor of 

creative nonfiction: “You can’t 

make this stuff up!”  

GEARING UP FOR  SUM-

MER MEETUPS 

CCNFW has scheduled its 

summer meetups as fol-

lows:  

 June 11th, 9 a.m.—12 
p.m.     

 July 9th, 9 a.m.—12 
p.m. 

 August 13th, 9 a.m.—12 
p.m. 

 September 10th, 9 a.m.
—12 p.m. 

 

Please check our website 

for locations.  

 

http://ccnfw.wordpress.com 
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2016 CONFERENCES AND EVENTS  

 CREATIVE NONFICTION WRITERS CONFERENCE 

MAY 27- 29, 2016                                           

Wyndham University Center, Pittsburgh, PA                                  

https://www.creativenonfiction.org/creative-nonfiction-

writers-conference-0 

 RIVER TEETH 5TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE                                         

June 3-5, 2016                                                                                                      

Ashland Ohio                                                                                       

http://www.riverteethjournal.com/conference 

 JACKSON HOLE WRITERS CONFERENCE                         

June 23-25, 2016                                                                                      

Jackson Hole Center for the Arts                                             

Jackson Hole, Wyoming                                                                       

http://jacksonholewritersconference.com/tracks-faculty/

creative-nonfiction/ 



“It may be 9:00 in Montreal, young man,” said Feeney loudly, “but in 

California it is still the middle of the night!” 

 

This scene is recounted in one of my first books, “The Best Seat in Base-

ball, But You Have to Stand: The Game as Umpires See It.” This is a 

nonfiction book, but obviously, I wasn’t pacing behind the umpire on 

that anxiety filled evening. So how could I describe the phone call or, 

for that matter, detail what Mr. Williams was thinking with any kind of 

authority? This is a legitimate question, one narrative or creative non-

fiction writers must be prepared to answer when readers and editors 

want reassurance about scenes we’ve reconstructed. In our fervor to be  

cinematic and provide readers with compelling characters, how do we 

avoid crossing the murky line between fact and fiction? 

 

Non-fiction means that our stories are as true and accurate as possible. 

Readers expect — demand — diligence. I won’t say that non-fiction 

writers don’t on occasion make mistakes or even knowingly make stuff 

up, as for example Jonah Lehrer did in his recent book, “Imagine,” or 

James Frey did in his memoir, “A Million Little Pieces.” (Yes, truth in 

memoir is often a matter of memory and perception, but that doesn’t 

mean that the writer shouldn’t strive for accuracy at every opportunity, 

even when ideas and information are presented in scenes, as in the 

Williams Feeney encounter.) As I explained in a previous article for  

Draft, all creative non-fiction or narrative non-fiction books or articles 

are fundamentally collections of scenes that together make one big  

story.  

 

But to reconstruct stories and scenes, non-fiction writers must conduct 

vigorous and responsible research.  In fact, narrative non-fiction                  

requires more research than traditional reportage, for writers cannot 

simple tell what they learn and know; rather, they must show it.  When 

I talk with my students, I introduce a process of work I call the three 

R’s: First comes research, then real world exploration and finally, and 

perhaps most important, a fact-checking review of all that has been 

written.  

 

In a recent interview in Creative NonFiction, the magazine I edit, the 

writer Erik Larson explained his approach to portraying characters’ 

inner states of mind. “I will only propose what somebody is thinking or 

not thinking if I have something concrete in hand that makes that 

clear,” he says in the interview.  “But you absolutely cannot make that 

stuff up out of whole cloth because then you pass into another realm 

entirely.” That realm is fiction.  

 

Most writers separate research into two interwoven phases.  They 

begin with archival information, meaning what’s already been written 

or collected.  The internet may be a starting point, but it’s important to 

then go to direct sources.  Letters, diaries, papers, interview transcripts  

            Continued on Page 4                                              

THE 3 R’S OF NARRATIVE NON-FICTION 
(CONT’D) “The most important 

things are the hardest 

to say. They are the 

things you get ashamed 

of, because words di-

minish them -- words 

shrink things that 

seemed limitless when 

they were in your head 

to no more than living 

size when they're 

brought out. But it's 

more than that, isn't 

it? The most important 

things lie too close to 

wherever your secret 

heart is buried, like 

landmarks to a treasure 

your enemies would 

love to steal away. And 

you may make revela-

tions that cost you 

dearly only to have peo-

ple look at you in a fun-

ny way, not under-

standing what you've 

said at all, or why you 

thought it was so im-

portant that you almost 

cried while you were 

saying it. That's the 

worst, I think. When 

the secret stays locked 

within not for want of a 

teller but for want of an 

understanding ear.”  

 

― Stephen King  
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http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/3389.Stephen_King


INSIDE STORY 
HEADLINE 

This story can fit 75-125 words. 

Selecting pictures or graphics is an 

important part of adding content 

to your newsletter. 

Think about your article and ask 

yourself if the picture supports or 

enhances the message you’re 

trying to convey. Avoid selecting 

images that appear to be out of 

context. 

Microsoft Publisher includes 

thousands of clip art images from 

which you can choose and import 

into your newsletter. There are 

also several tools you can use to 

draw shapes and symbols. 

Once you have chosen an image, 

place it close to the article. Be sure 

to place the caption of the image 

near the image. 

THE 3 R’S OF NARRATIVE NON-FICTION 
(CONT’D) 

Will often reveal defining and intimate details of your subject.  Story 

lines you had never imagined may also present themselves.  In re-

searching “In the Garden of Beasts,” Mr. Larson searched documents, 

letters and writings related to his primary character, Martha Dodd, the 

daughter of American ambassador to Hitler’s Germany.  Among the 

files were two locks of hair from the poet Carl Sandburg, with whom 

Martha had had an affair.   

After the archives comes real-world research.  Interview the people in-

volved in the scenes—not just the primary characters, but the bystand-

ers, as well, who may provide different perspectives.  Visit the places 

where the action occurred and seek telling details, like the locks of 

Sandburg’s hair, that will surprise readers.  This is the stuff that stands 

out and makes your work unique, memorable and three-dimensional.   

More often than not, the responsible writer combines both methods of 

research not just to make scenes enticing, but also to assure accuracy.  

Nailing down facts and maintaining dramatic impact is a process that 

requires patience, persistence and a commitment to not cut corners.   

As a final step, a writer must conduct a fact-checking review, the final 

‘R’ in this equation.  This is important, even when the story is based on 

archival material and reinforced through personal conversations.   

In an ideal situation, research, real world and review all come together 

perfectly.  But of course, this isn’t always the case.  When I was recon-

structing Mr. Williams’s nervous night and his embarrassing phone call 

to Mr. Feeney, no written documentation existed.  In piecing together 

the story, I interviewed both Mr. Williams and Mr. Feeney, as well as 

two of the umpires that Mr. Williams had been working with who had 

heard the story from both men.  I confirmed it all with Mr. Williams 

before the book went to press.  

In the end, thorough research and real world exploration followed by 

fact-checking review shapes and sharpens the story, ensures writer 

credibility and allows for fair and equitable treatment of the characters 

involved. And by carefully following the three R process, writers of non

-fiction will be prepared to answer the inevitable question: “How do 

you know?  

_______________ 

 

Lee Gutkind is founder and editor of Creative Nonfiction Magazine. He is Dis-

tinguished Writer in Residence in the Consortium for Science, Policy &  Out-

comes at Arizona State University and a professor in the Hugh Downs School 

of Human Communication. His new book is “You Can’t Make This Stuff Up: 

The Complete Guide to Writing Creative Nonfiction from Memoir to Literary 

Journalism to Everything in Between.” 
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The biggest difference between all right and alright is that one (all right) 

is a commonly used phrase that’s been accepted by dictionaries and 

grammar stylebooks for ages, while the other (alright) technically isn’t, 

well, a word. Resources such as Garner’s Modern American Usage 

deem all right “the standard,” and make the case that the hybrid 

spelling alright should be totally avoided because it’s nothing more 

than a spelling mistake. 

As time rolls on, though, more and more folks seem to be us-

ing alright—for better or worse—much like already and altogether (both 

of which are accepted words in the English language). In fact, my word 

processor’s spell checker doesn’t even give alright that angry red un-

derline to denote that it’s wrong—it just gives me the thin green under-

line asking if I think I’ve made the right word choice. Apparently Mi-

crosoft Word is on the fence, too. 

It seems likely that alright will one day become an accepted form of all 

right, but that day hasn’t come yet. So in the meantime, stick with the 

standard whenever your writing calls for it, and you’ll be all right. 

ALL RIGHT VS. ALRIGHT 
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SELLING NON-FICTION ARTICLES 

Selling nonfiction articles is most often done by pitching editors with 

article ideas that fit the publication’s needs, whether you’re pitching a 

magazine, newspaper, or online publication. It is key that you under-

stand the needs of the specific publication and the audience, as well as 

the sections of the publication that need freelance writing. 

 

QUICK TIP #1 

 

Always check a publication’s website before submitting. Submission 

guidelines, subjects covered, and even contact information can all change 

at a moment’s notice. So be ultra-professional and double 

check before making your submission. 

 

QUICK TIP#2 

 

Pitching sidebars (those little 300 word or less pieces in magazines) is a 

great way to break into a magazine and build your credits. Even more 

experienced freelancers find they can help increase the value of their 

proposed articles. 



ABOUT CCNFW 

Founded in 1990 by 

award-winning writer 

and author Christian 

Marcus Lyons (under 

the name “The Muse 

Asylum” in Boulder, 

CO), Central Colorado 

Non-Fiction Writers is 

a networking and 

meetup group with a 

focus on creative non-

fiction writing and 

publishing.  

CENTRAL COLORADO NON-FICTION WRITERS is a 

proud member in good standing of the Non-Fiction Authors 

Association.  

CENTRAL COLORADO NON-FICTION WRITERS                                 
P.O. Box 643                                                                                                             
Poncha Springs, CO 81242                                                                                   
1+ 719.207.1504                                          
ccnfwriters@gmail.com 

http://ccnfw.wordpress.com                                                                                

Director: Christian M. Lyons 

http://authorchristianmlyons.com/
http://authorchristianmlyons.com/

